
 
                    
 

                             
 
 
                                        Chapter Chit-Chat 2018 

Barnstable & Plymouth Counties 
Barbara Pacheco...7 Autumn Way Bourne, MA... 508-833-8805... 

e-mail bptops@aol.com 
Leaders please read to your members 

Vegetables are a must on a diet. I suggest carrot cake, 
zucchini bread and pumpkin pie. 

Thanks to all who attended Fall Rally. Despite many obstacles the chairperson, 
Lee, was able to put things together very quickly when our venue had to change  
about three weeks before the rally. Happy Birthday TOPS and to all members 
who were born in 1948.  

9 CHAPTERS HAD 14 NEW MEMBERS JULY-SEPT. 
 

81 Dennis….Margaret, 123 Middleboro….Donna & Natalie, 224 E. Falmouth… 
Debra & Arlene, 256 Brockton.…Curlie & Cynthia, 261 Carver… David, 360 East 
Bridgewater… Linda,  409 Chatham…. Theresa, 505 Kingston… Elizabeth & 
Donna, 9487 Yarmouthport….Maureen & Linda.                                             
 
LEADERS, IF YOU NEED THE NEW MY DAY ONE BOOKS PLEASE CONTACT ME. 
THIS SHOULD BE GIVEN TO NEW MEMBERS THE NIGHT THEY JOIN. 
 
Let me know what your chapter is doing in terms of contests, incentives, etc to keep members on 
track for the upcoming holiday season. With Christmas and New Years falling on a lot of meeting 
nights we will have to keep in mind we will face the scale in  
JANUARY  2019. An idea would be to give members free dues for a month if they return with a 
weight loss from their last weigh-in in December. 
 
Chapter 310 Brockton has had a no gainer for two weeks in a row.. YEA YEA. Keep it up!!!! 

 



 

MY WEIGHT LOSS CHALLENGE 
 

2 MONTHS TO GO. It started in June and ends with your 
last weigh-in  in December your weight/recorder or leader will send me the names of 

anyone who has lost 15 pounds which averages about 2.14  pounds a month.  Cash prizes 
will be given to the winners and announced in my February newsletter. The deadline for 

me receiving names will be January 25th. 
 

 

5 Health Benefits of Honey  
 
Since ancient times, honey has been used as both a food and a medicine. It's very 
high in beneficial plant compounds and offers several health benefits. Honey is 
particularly healthy when used instead of refined sugar, which is 100% empty 
calories.  
 
Here are the top 5 health benefits of honey.  
 
1. Honey is thick, sweet liquid made by honeybees. It is low in vitamins and 
minerals but may be high in some plant compounds.  
 
2. Honey contains a number of antioxidants, including phenolic compounds like 
flavonoids.  
 
3. Some studies show that honey improves heart disease risk factors in people 
with diabetes. However, it also raises blood sugar levels — so it cannot be 
considered healthy for people with diabetes.  
 
4. Eating honey may lead to modest reductions in blood pressure, an important 
risk factor for heart disease.  
 
5. Honey seems to have a positive effect on cholesterol levels. It leads to modest 
reductions in total and “bad” LDL cholesterol while raising “good” HDL 
cholesterol.  
 
The benefits of honey are most pronounced when it is replacing another, 
unhealthier sweetener.  
 
At the end of the day, honey is simply a "less bad" sweetener than sugar and high-
fructose corn syrup. 

 

 

THOUGHT OF THE MONTH: LET OUR LIVES BE FULL OF BOTH THANKS AND GIVING 


